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Abstract—We present an efficient technique for topology-preserving map deformation and apply it to the visualization of dissimilarity

data in a geographic context. Map deformation techniques such as value-by-area cartograms are well studied. However, using

deformation to highlight (dis)similarity between locations on a map in terms of their underlying data attributes is novel. We also identify

an alternative way to represent dissimilarities on a map through the use of visual overlays. These overlays are complementary to

deformation techniques and enable us to assess the quality of the deformation as well as to explore the design space of blending the

two methods. Finally, we demonstrate how these techniques can be useful in several—quite different—applied contexts: travel-time

visualization, social demographics research and understanding energy flowing in a wide-area power-grid.

Index Terms—Dissimilarity, maps, cartographic visualization, multidimensional scaling, deformation
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1 INTRODUCTION

USING map deformation to show quantitative data (such
as population or GDP) is a well-known technique in

the fields of Geographical Information Science and Informa-
tion Visualization. For example, so-called contiguous area
cartograms [17], [28], [38] seek to deform the map such that
the area of each geographic region corresponds to a single
underlying quantitative value. Such cartograms try to pre-
serve the adjacencies and the shape of the underlying geo-
graphic regions (i.e., their topology) while modifying the
area. Cartograms have been used effectively to show a vari-
ety of attributes at global and more local scales (e.g., [10]).

Contiguous (or continuous) area cartograms are probably
the most well-known use of deformation techniques to pres-
ent data in the context of a map, though we review some
others in Section 2. They have some obvious limitations in
terms of how faithfully they represent the data. Current tech-
niques cannot guarantee that the ratios of areas between any
pair of regions precisely match the ratios of their data quanti-
ties. Furthermore, when themap is highly deformed the origi-
nal geography can be difficult to recognize. Nevertheless,
cartograms have a certain popular appeal since they create a
juxtaposition between data and geography that may be quite
surprising. Here we present a map deformation technique
which—like continuous cartograms—preserves topology and

balances preserving geographic shape with conveying data.
However, while cartograms represent simple scalar values
associated with regions, our method takes a complete wei-
ghted graph between geographic locations and moves the
locations such that the distance between them corresponds as
closely as possible to the weights associated with the edges of
the graph (see Fig. 1). In particular, we encode the dissimilar-
ity between the given locations as weights in the complete
graph and hence the distance of the locations in the deformed
map is related to data dissimilarity. This allows us to compare
distances between multiple locations and data attributes con-
currently. We describe our algorithm for computing such a
deformation in Section 3.

In Section 4 we evaluate the speed of computation and
the quality of the deformations. We find that the algorithm
is fast enough to allow the deformation to be computed in
response to interaction. This allows the composition of the
dissimilarity metric or the data source itself to be modified
in real time. In Section 5 we acknowledge the limitations of
showing complex dissimilarity data through deformation
alone, and explore the design space of augmenting the
maps with visual overlays to overcome these limitations.

In Section 6 we describe case studies where we use our

deformation method to visualize a transit network, analyze

complex real-world multivariate data (socioeconomic data

from the UK) and to convey the structure of a dynamic

weighted network (a power-grid from Australia). One of our

observations in developing these techniques is that map

deformation is most useful in an interactive context. So please

see the accompanying video for real-time captures of our

interactive system.1

2 RELATED WORK

The idea to deform a map in a way that shows underlying
data has precedent in contiguous cartograms, which
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represent scalar values via the areas of their deformed
regions. There have been many papers dealing with the
computational aspects of creating such cartograms. The
most frequently used method was proposed by Gastner and
Newman [17] and is based on diffusion models. An exten-
sive set of examples can be found at www.worldmapper.
org. Another family of solutions—conceptually closer to
our method—is based on the “rubber-sheet” paradigm (see,
e.g., Sun [37]) where a continuous transformation function
from base map to area-optimized cartogram is iteratively
inferred. It is made efficient through a quadtree decomposi-
tion that gives more detail in complex regions. In contrast to
such techniques, which derive a continuous transformation
function, in the next section we describe an approach based
on deformation of a tessellated image that is then easily
applied using hardware accelerated texture mapping.

Our input is a complete weighted graph between geo-
graphic locations. Deforming a map such that the edge
weights can be realized as edge lengths has extensively
been studied in the special case that all locations are nodes
of a transportation network and edge weights correspond
to travel times. The resulting maps are often called space-
time maps or travel time maps, but are also referred to as dis-
tance cartograms or linear cartograms. Solutions exist for the
case that the whole graph is realized (e.g., [1]), or only a pla-
nar subset (e.g., [35]), or only a star subgraph, i.e., travel
times from one source only (e.g., [3]). In the single source
case another variant are so-called isochrones which deform
maps such that the Euclidean distance corresponds to travel
time (e.g., [23], which includes a user study). In all cases it is
important to preserve the topology of the map and keep a
strong resemblance to the input. Many methods are able to
(mostly) avoid topology violations and, in particular for sin-
gle source scenarios, some resemblance to the original map
can be kept. However, this often comes at high computa-
tional costs. Furthermore, transportation networks align
comparatively well with the underlying geography and
exhibit some sort of transitivity. We consider arbitrary
graphs, possibly with high and unequally distributed
weights and still guarantee topology preservation. In addi-
tion, by combining a fast multidimensional scaling and tex-
ture mapping we achieve interactive speeds (see video).

Another geographic deformation method is offered by
B€ottger et al. [6]. They deform the map so that a schema-
tized metro-map can be overlaid such that the locations of
the stations in the metro map correspond to the appropriate
locations in the deformed geography. Their grid-warping

method guarantees a topology preserving deformation;
however, their figures take hours to produce. Furthermore,
their target metro map configuration is both static and topo-
logically fairly consistent with the original geography.

Haunert and Sering [20] suggest drawing road networks
with focus regions such that deformation of detailed parts of
the map is minimized. This is achieved by overlaying the
map on a regular grid and generating constraints to prevent
the grid topology from being violated. Although the details
are different, their method is related to our approach, in that
they use sequential quadratic programming with the con-
straints generated between iterations. However, the nature
of the constraint model and the use of a standard solver
(CPlex) mean that their method requires several seconds to
solve a single instance prohibiting any interactivity. While
their application is different and arguably simpler than our
goal of deforming the map to show arbitrary dissimilarity
relationships, we are inspired by Haunert and Sering to
employ sequential quadratic programming techniques to
achieve impermeable topological boundary constraints.

Lin et al. [29] offers a different method for road networks.
Their algorithm uses a labeled graph representation of the
road network. Different layouts for a small subset of
the roads are supplied as input, this mental map then guides
the deformation. A grid mesh is overlaid and an iterative
error minimization process fits the network to the mental
map. The error metric can use different weights for the
roads allowing main roads to behave more rigidly than sec-
ondary roads. In contrast to the method of Haunert and Ser-
ing it does not impose any hard topological constraints. In
Section 6.1 we demonstrate our technique’s ability to per-
form a similar transport-network-based deformation but
strictly respecting topology and in a fraction of the time
required by [20].

Weng et al. [40] propose a method for 2D shape defor-
mation based on nonlinear least squares optimization. Sim-
ilar to our method they triangulate the shape and allow
the users to move vertices as control points. As the control
points are moved they try to preserve both area constraints
on the triangles and the Laplacian coordinates on the
boundary curve. Igarashi et al. [25] propose a shape defor-
mation method called ARAP. The deformation is done by
solving two least-squares problems. The first minimizes an
error metric that prevents shearing and non-uniform
stretching but permits rotation and uniform scaling. The
second takes the result and scales the triangles. They
“solve” collisions by assigning a depth to overlapping

Fig. 1. House prices in Australia: (a) geographic input map; (b) glyphs showing significant dissimilarity errors (full dissimilarities are a complete
graph); (c) deformed map with mesh overlay; (d) deformed map without mesh where all but one edge length are well realised.
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triangles such that the shape looks natural. Both shape
deformation methods work at interactive speeds. Since our
maps do not have a boundary curve defined and we do
not allow self-intersections these methods can not be
applied in our setting.

Lipman [30] proposes a constructive definition of generic
convex spaces of piecewise linear mappings with guaran-
tees on the maximal conformal distortion, as-well as local
and global injectivity of their maps. They use this to provide
bounded distortion versions of algorithms like the ARAP
method mentioned above, hence addressing the self inter-
section problems. Their techniques offer mesh deformation
with minimal distortion at (near) interactive speed.

The method introduced in the following section can
be thought of as an application of mesh deformation
techniques such as these to deformation of a map to
optimize a point-to-point dissimilarity measure while
preserving topology. In contrast to other image warping
techniques our method warps subject to constraints that
minimize stress for dissimilarity data. Thus, it is a new
combination of multi-dimensional scaling techniques and
mesh deformation.

3 TOPOLOGY PRESERVING MULTIDIMENSIONAL

SCALING

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [5, Chap. 8] is a method
for obtaining two-dimensional plots representing a set of
high-dimensional data points. This is achieved by minimiz-
ing a stress function over positions of the data points. A plot
with minimal stress has its points arranged such that the
distance between them is (as much as possible) proportional
to the dissimilarity between corresponding data elements in
their parameter space. Minimizing stress subject to rigid
constraints that, for example, require a theoretical model to
be satisfied by the geometry of the plot, is also fairly well
known [5, pp. 230–236]. More recently, Dwyer et al. [12],
[13] explored constrained stress minimization in the pres-
ence of geometric constraints useful in interactive graph-
drawing and diagramming applications. In this paper, we
develop techniques that extend these concepts to provide
multidimensional scaling of data points in a deformable
mesh onto which the original map imagery is mapped
through piecewise-affine transformations. We allow the

mesh to be deformed, but use constraints to require that
mesh and data vertices cannot pass through mesh edges.

Given a set of n data elements and a measure dij indicat-
ing the dissimilarity between any two elements i; j � n, the
goal of multidimensional scaling is to find a visualizable (2-
or 3-dimensional) arrangement of points (corresponding to
data elements) which minimizes the stress function:

Xn�1

i¼1

Xn

j¼iþ1
wij dij � distði; jÞ� �2

; (1)

where distði; jÞ is the Euclidean distance between points i
and j in the 2D arrangement and wij is a weight which can
be used to control the influence of a particular dissimilarity.

As an illustrative example, consider Fig. 2. We mark the
Australian capital cities on the map and (in brackets) the
average percentage increase in house prices in those cities
in 2013. We analyse the similarity of these changes using
MDS by choosing the ideal distance (dij) between a pair of
cities to be the difference between these values. Since the
ideal distance between Melbourne and Darwin is
6:8� 6:0 ¼ 0:8 while between Sydney and Canberra we
have 11:4� 0:6 ¼ 10:8, we would expect an MDS plot to
place Sydney and Canberra much further apart than Mel-
bourne and Darwin. As we see in Fig. 2b this is exactly what
happens.

This is a trivial univariate example but we could just as
easily derive ideal distances between high-dimensional
data elements. That is, we could define the ideal distance to
be inversely proportional to correlation between a series of
price increases over multiple time periods. Section 6
describes more complex multivariate data applications.

In this paper we try to combine the views in Figs. 2 and
2b. The first challenge is to deform the map to follow points
as we move them to show dissimilarities. In the next section
we show how stress can serve as a quality measure for fitting
points to dissimilarities and also to model an approximation
of elastic “stress” in a rubber-sheet-like mesh.

The resulting method is very fast compared to existing
deformation techniques used in continuous cartogram techni-
ques (see Section 2) and it is also the first topology-preserving
technique applied to multi-source dissimilarities. It is fast
enough to support real-time changes in the underlying data

Fig. 2. A simple univariate example using MDS to visualize dissimilarities between geographic locations. Here dissimilarity is simply difference
between data values at each location. The data is percentage increase in house prices in Australian capital cities in 2013 (http://www.abs.gov.
au/). a) Australian capital cities. b) In the MDS plot, two distinct clusters and one outlier become clear. There are distinct differences between this
“data landscape” and the original geography.
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or choice of dissimilarity metric and see the resulting defor-
mation immediately (a fraction of a second).

3.1 Decomposing Map Imagery with a Mesh
and Modelling Deformation with MDS

In Fig. 3a we overlay an image containing a topographic
map of Australia with a triangular mesh. The vertices of the
mesh are a combination of geographic locations ( the capital
cities of Australia) and “helper points” chosen to provide a
reasonable coverage of the map. A Delaunay triangulation
over these vertices gives us the edges of the mesh.

The vertices should be sufficiently distributed that the
resulting mesh can be deformed reasonably freely without
individual triangles becoming too angular and introducing
noticeable discontinuities. The helper points not only add
bendpoints to the mesh but the stress their edges contribute
when the mesh is deformed acts as a regularizer and helps
to preserve the geography. Many strategies are possible for
placing the helper points. We considered both uniform
(grid) and non-uniform placements. In practice we find a
regular grid of helper points works quite well. Placing
points intelligently with respect to geographic features
might give better results but this only works if their geome-
try is known. A disadvantage of non-uniformly placed
points is that due to the quadratic nature of the stress func-
tion the optimal position of the data points can change if
many helper points with short edges surround it. This
makes the relation between the dissimilarity and the defor-
mation less clear. Conceptually, our “rubber-sheet” model
is achieved by treating mesh edges as springs whose relaxed
length is the same as in the starting mesh. Our goal is that
any forced displacement of a vertex will be evenly interpo-
lated by displacements of vertices in the surrounding mesh.
This is achieved in the stress model of Eq. (1) by including
our helper points. Then, for any pair of points i; j connected
by a mesh edge, we set the ideal separation dij to the length
of that edge in the undeformed map.

These mesh-edge separation terms together with the
usual stress over data points gives us a stress function that
models both the degree of fit of the data points to their ideal
separation and the degree of deformation of the mesh. We
can set different weights (wij) for the mesh-edge terms ver-
sus the data-dissimilarity terms. Assigning higher weights

to data points gives a better fit to the dissimilarities whereas
higher weights on the mesh edges imposed by the helper
points gives less distortion of the geography.

A minimal stress result of the Australian house-price
data used earlier is shown in Fig. 3b. Since the arrangement
of the points is very different from the geographic topology
, the map is distorted beyond recognition. In the next section
we show how to minimize stress subject to a topology pre-
serving constraint to better preserve the geography.

3.2 Preserving Mesh Topology

The idea behind our topology preservation constraint is
simple. We require that the orientation of triangles in the
mesh is preserved. Stress is a function of variables corre-
sponding to positions of the data and helper points in our
mesh. At each iteration we reduce stress by altering these
variables according to gradient-related descent steps. When
a constraint is violated by such a descent step we satisfy the
constraint by altering variables as little as possible end
hence ensure that the system will eventually converge to a
configuration that satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condi-
tions [8, p. 224] for the stress function and hence, is a local
minimum.

In practice, this means that after taking an unconstrained
descent step, if we find an inverted triangle then we must
solve a least-squares problem to find the minimal move-
ment vectors that correct the triangle’s orientation. It is easy
to show that the points that minimally correct an inverted
triangle lie along the orthogonal line of best fit for its verti-
ces (see Fig. 4). We can also require minimum height
triangles by projection of the triangle of the same base
length by solving a simple procrustes problem on the three

Fig. 3. Segmenting map imagery with a triangular mesh allows us to deform the mesh and use affine texture mapping to have the image follow. a) Tri-
angular mesh over Australia, data points are capital cities. b) Using dissimilarity weights between locations in addition to stress. Minimizing stress
reproduces the MDS arrangement from Fig. 2 and folds the map almost beyond recognition. c) Using topology preserving constraints, which prevent
the outlier Sydney from migrating to the West Coast. Clusters are still able to move together. We add isolines to highlight areas with similar house-
price increase.

Fig. 4. A triangle is uninverted through minimal displacement of its verti-
ces by projecting them to their orthogonal regression line. Precisely, for
the triangle abc we find the points a0; b0; c0 such that jaa0j2 þ jbb0j2 þ jcc0j2
is minimized, subject to the constraint that a0; b0; c0 lie on a line.
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vertices, following [13]. When using a positive constraint on
the minimum triangle height we not only prevent triangles
from inverting, but also from collapsing. In the resulting
mesh and piecewise-linear mapped image the (local) topol-
ogy is preserved in the sense that every point on the map
has the same neighborhood. More formally, we have a bijec-
tive map between the original and transformed map image.
When only triangle inversions are prevented—and hence
triangles are allowed to collapse—we have an injective map.

The high-level flow of this method is given below:

Algorithm. DynamicConstraintMDS

1: do
2: Compute gradient info for stress at current config.
3: ~d descent vector from gradient info
4: a optimal unconstrained step-size for ~d
5: foreach Point p in current config.
6: do
7: ~dp component of ~d for point p
8: l limiting factor for faces adjacent to p
9: p pþminðl;aÞ~dp
10: foreach Triangleða; b; cÞ
11: do if Constraint Violated
12: then ða; b; cÞ ProcrustesProjectða; b; cÞ[13]
13: foreach Edge under stress
14: do if Flipping topologically safe
15: then Flip Edge
16: while StressReduction > epsilon

The algorithm is essentially a constrained steepest-
descent method. Details for computation of gradient infor-
mation, unconstrained descent vector ~d and optimal steps-
ize a (lines 2-9) for a function similar to stress are described
in [12].

We project inverted or minimum-height violating trian-
gles iteratively (DynamicConstraintMDS lines 10-12) follow-
ing a procedure that was shown to be reasonably
convergent in [11]. By “reasonably” we mean that the mesh
is generally able to flatten itself, but if the movement deltas
at each iteration are too large, the mesh can become tangled
such that the iterative projection merely circles the inver-
sions. To prevent this we limit movement deltas of each ver-
tex relative to the minimum size of its adjacent faces
(DynamicConstraintMDS line 8). The result of the Australian
Houseprice MDS subject to the topology constraints is
shown in Fig. 3c.

3.3 Dynamically Modifying the Mesh

Because of the triangle height constraint picking the
“correct” mesh can greatly influence the stress reduction
achieved. Since it is very hard or, in an interactive setting,
even impossible to predict where points will move we con-
sidered updating the mesh while the algorithm is running.

We considered two ways of modifying the mesh, modify-
ing edges and adding or removing points. We found that
changing the edges was sufficient to improve the results
without complicating the method or introducing instability.

Edge flipping is a standard remeshing trick [24] which is
often used to improve angles or change the local configuration
to allow different operations. In algorithm DynamicCon-
straintMDS (lines 13-15) we use flips to allow points to move

more freely. An edge flip is defined on two adjacent triangles,
i.e., two triangles sharing an edge. By flipping this edge so its
endpoints become its opposing points we change the direc-
tion in which minimal triangle height is measured resulting
in more freedom of movement in the direction of the new
edge. We illustrate a flip and its influence on vertex move-
ment in Fig. 5.

To preserve the topology of the map we impose some
restrictions on our flips (DynamicConstraintMDS line 14).
Let t1 ¼ ða; b; cÞ, t2 ¼ ða; b; dÞ be triangles with a0; b0; c0 and d0

the map-coordinates of vertices a; b; c and d. If ða0; c0; d0Þ enc-
loses b0 or ðc0; d0; b0Þ encloses a0 we can not flip ab.

An advantage of allowing edge flips is that one may be
able to get closer to an optimal solution, but care should
be taken not to create thin, very stretched triangles as
these limit recognizability. A caveat in the interactive set-
ting is that the flips can result in sudden changes in the
deformation which may be distracting or hard to follow
by the user.

4 STRESS REDUCTION: EFFICACY AND EFFICIENCY

In this results section we compare the three dissimilarity
deformation techniques described above:

Unconstrained. MDS of the dissimilarity edges between
data points (data edges) and mesh edges without any guaran-
tee of topology preservation;

Constrained. As above but we introduce triangle projec-
tion to guarantee topology preservation;

Constrained dynamic mesh. Topology preservation and
mesh modification (edge flips) to allow more movement.

We evaluate these techniques on data sets described in
this paper and at various grid resolutions in terms of:

Efficacy in reducing stress of both data edges and mesh
edges. To assess this we define: Data Stress to be the sum of
stress terms across data edges and Geographic Stress the sum
across mesh edges. Efficiency comparing running times for a
fixed number of iterations to indicate responsiveness of
interactive usage but also—as we will discuss—a variable
number of iterations may be needed in a batch process.

Our experiments are shown in Table 1. The data sets
have different numbers of data points. It should be noted
that these data sets are quite small (at most 30 data points).
Computationally larger sets can be handled, but unless the
dissimilarities conform to the topology to some degree, they
will be hard to overlay in a meaningful way. We discuss
this limitation in more detail in our case studies in Section 6.

Fig. 6 charts the data and geographic stress by iteration in
each of the three approaches tested. It is clear that introduc-
ing constraints slows data stress reduction. Essentially, less
movement is possible at each step, however the geographic
stress is introduced in a much more controlled way. With a

Fig. 5. Initially v is not able to move to the left because of the minimal
height constraint (dotted line) imposed by the red edge in the left figure.
By flipping the edge (middle figure) v can now move further to the left
(right figure).
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static mesh the stress decay is still quite monotonic and pre-
dictable. The dynamic mesh allows data points to move
past each other more easily which leads to a strange stress
curve that even backtracks noticeably before reaching a
lower data-stress than is possible with the static mesh.

The effect of increasing grid-size (see Table 1) is also
interesting. Increasing mesh resolution increases running
time only linearly since we use sparse matrix operations in
our stress minimization and our mesh is planar and thus
sparse. Hence it is possible to obtain “smooth” continuous
looking deformations quickly. However, larger grids do
not lead to lower data stress. Rather the additional stress
terms increase the contribution of geographic stress to the
model. By increasing the data weight one can achieve simi-
lar visual results but this makes the numbers impossible
to compare.

We find that using a dynamic mesh is a more effective
way to achieve lower stress and improves performance since
it reduces the number of triangle inversions and hence the
number of projections required. However, it does not per-
form as well on large grid resolutions. This is because with
smaller triangles the effect of flipping is less pronounced.

In summary, the relatively low-resolution grids work
best to reduce data stress. We recommend that if a very
smooth deformation is required that the grid resolution be
increased later to allow improvements to proceed from
gross to fine scale. Our default grid resolution is 20�20
which we adjust for non-square images to keep each grid
cell square.

5 VISUAL DESIGN

Use of deformation to convey data can be important
because of its strong visual and perhaps emotional
impact. However, we acknowledge that such a deformed
map is an incomplete (approximate) representation of
complex dissimilarities. In this section, we explore the
design space of combining map deformation with over-
lays to give the user a more precise representation. We
realized that this design space is rather large and contains
many fruitful directions to pursue. The high-level scope
of our initial exploration of this space is illustrated in
Fig. 7. The dimensions we chose to explore are: from the
regular undeformed map (left side) to the data deformed
map (right side). The top row shows dissimilarities as
visual links whose thickness encodes the data. The bottom
shows the error in map distance using error glyphs.

5.1 Visual Links

To convey both dissimilarity and geographical data a
straight-forward visual encoding is to overlay visual links
on a map. We can think of dissimilarities between locations
on the map as a complete weighted graph, where the nodes
are locations and the edges between them are weighted by
similarity (according to an arbitrary metric). Nodes are
located in their geographical context and linked with lines
where a visual variable of the link—such as opacity or thick-
ness—indicates the edge weight (and possibly the edge
directionality). However, since maps are visually dense

Fig. 6. Data and geographic stress levels for the Australian house price data across 100 iterations using different deformation methods.

TABLE 1
Running Times and Stress Levels for Different Data Sets, Using Different Deformation Methods and Different Grid Sizes

Unconstrained Constrained Constrained

Dyn. Mesh

Data Set Run Stress Run Stress Run Stress

(Initial Stress) Data Points Data Weight Grid Vertices Time Data Geo Time Data Geo Time Data Geo

Aus House Prices 7 5 20 � 20 407 440 328 262 718 4,202 388 676 2,615 469

(40044) 30 � 30 907 1,000 426 379 1,549 3,771 556 1,489 5,432 436

40 � 40 1,607 1,876 563 486 2,660 10,502 246 2,596 17,077 443

Power Grid 30 3 20 � 20 430 569 706 125 788 819 101 785 754 108

(1355) 30 � 30 930 1,143 758 152 1,632 986 123 1,584 791 145

40 � 40 1,630 1,974 887 131 2,787 973 104 2,732 944 107

UK 10 30 20 � 20 410 467 2,429 619 765 3,767 551 736 3,066 630

(18462) 30 � 30 910 1,075 2,805 855 1,603 7,626 166 1,558 7,152 139

40 � 40 1,610 1,998 3,150 1,068 2,876 7,898 358 2,834 9,951 82

We run 100 iterations of each method. All times are in milliseconds and are averages over 5 runs. Running time for a fixed number of iterations is quadratic in the
number of data points and linear in the number of grid vertices. Increasing grid resolution does not necessarily lead to lower stress solutions while edge-flipping is
worthwhile in this regard. See Section 4.
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representations, integrating this additional layer of informa-
tion needs to be done carefully. We formulate a set of design
goals for these overlaid visual links, stating that they
should:

G1 be distinguishable from the background map,
G2 limit clutter of the background map,
G3 encode a weight (magnitude of (dis)similarity),
G4 and possibly encode directionality (e.g., flow as in

Section 6.3),

5.1.1 Edges as Visual Links

We selected a grayscale palette as the background map may
use many colors and visual encodings. To minimize clutter
we opted for thin lines and pencil-like marks. For directed
links we followed the recommendations of the directed
graph visualization study [22], opting for a tapered encod-
ing. To convey edge weight, we took inspiration from the
glyphs introduced in Spacetree [34], varying the thickness
of the non-tapered link ending. Fig. 8a shows the link
encodings we selected. While these encodings satisfied our
experts, more empirical studies are needed to understand
how they may complement or interfere with each other.

Using this additional layer we can encode both geograph-
ical and (un)directed weighted graph data. This makes it
well suited for the sparse power-grid network which we
explore in Section 6.3 as it allows us to show the full network.

As graphs become more dense many link crossings occur,
making it hard to decode edge weight information or read
map data. Clutter could be reduced by filtering links but
does one filter out high- or low-weight links? Instead, we
found it was preferable to show edges that are furthest from
their desired distance and so next we develop a different
visual encoding that highlights this error.

5.1.2 Edge as Distance Adjustment Glyph

Figs. 8b, 8c, 8d shows glyphs that highlight the relative dif-
ferences between data dissimilarity and spatial separation
in a map. For a given edge this difference (or error) corre-
sponds directly to the magnitude of the stress described in
Section 3. Based on a user defined threshold we show
glyphs for the most significant errors as showing the com-
plete graph would create too much clutter. For a given
threshold, as map deformation reduces stress the glyphs
disappear giving useful feedback to the user on the quality
of the deformation.

We added a fifth design goal for these glyphs:
G5 Glyphs should be additive to convey regions under a

lot of stress (with conflicting edge weights).
We considered several variations to convey the concept of

deformation plus overlays while giving the look and feel of
error bars. Experiments during case studies with experts led
to twomajor decisions about these variations. First, represent-
ing errors in a discrete manner (e.g., employing three bins as
in Figs. 8c, 8d instead of continuous scale as in Fig. 8b)
improves readability. Second, utilizing variations of symbols
that exist in published cartography (e.g., Fig. 8d instead of
metaphorical glyphs in Fig. 8c) causes marginally less clutter
while still providing an easy-to-remember symbol.

5.2 Deforming the Map

Over the centuries, designers have used map deformation
as a compelling communication tool for conveying data
impact and trends. These deformation techniques rely on
the viewer’s knowledge of and emotional attachment to the
geographical data, as well as the context conveyed by the
texture or symbols on the map. Deforming the map to
reflect dissimilarity between nodes allows us to represent
this information with fewer overlays as described above.
However, both geographical knowledge and spatial mem-
ory is imperfect in most people, so we find it necessary to
modify the design of the map to convey deformation.

Fig. 7. Images on the left use distance to encode the geography;
right images use distance to encode graph information. Top images
use visual links to encode weighted graph information; bottom
images use glyphs to encode the difference (error) between the dis-
tance on the map and actual distances required to accurately convey
dissimilarity.

Fig. 8. Visual encoding variations: (a) first two sets are undirected and directed link encodings varying in weight; (b,c,d) the next six sets are variations
of error glyphs we experimented with for conveying positive and negative errors (i.e., points should be further away or closer apart). Hollow circle indi-
cates a selection. Glyphs in (b) encode error with a continuous scale, (c) with a discrete scale, using the direct metaphor of ridges and bridges in car-
tography, and (d) is the final encoding we selected to convey error with a discrete scale, inspired from the chevrons used to depict roads with steep
gradients in (e) the Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 series.�Crown Copyright/database right 2014. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service.
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5.2.1 Visual Design

We experimented with augmenting the deformed map with
a visual reference structure. We show the result of the defor-
mation of a regular grid as is common in geographical map
projections (e.g., [26]). Since grids have a regular structure,
they can be used as a reference to understand what was
deformed and how (See Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14).

As the map deforms grid cells are enlarged or shrunk
helping viewers gain a coarse understanding of the defor-
mation. To perceive finer deformation (where points where
beforehand) we show the displacement vector, linking current
positions to some previous state – such as the original loca-
tions – as a simple black line (See Figs. 9, 10b and 12).

In our analysis in Section 6 we discovered animation to
be another important tool in analysis based on map defor-
mation. The iterative nature of our algorithm makes it
easy to animate simply by redrawing after every iteration.
By smoothly transitioning between true geography and

deformation based on data, the viewer can switch back and
forth, experiencing the impact of the graph data on the
geography. While our algorithm does not ensure the revers-
ibility of each deformation, we achieve this by enabling the
viewer to save states of the deformed map during the explo-
ration and allowing smooth transitions between them.

5.2.2 Interaction

Our system offers standard interactions such as selection of
nodes and filtering of links. Selection allows the viewer to
switch from the general deformed view to one centered on a
few selected points. To convey that the current deformations
only consider edges from the focus points, we designed a var-
iation of the adjustment glyphs (Fig. 11). Filtering allows the
viewer to experiment with the granularity of the displayed
adjustments like ignoring those of less than 10 percent.

Since graph and geographical data may be encoded by
different means, our system also provides a configuration

Fig. 10. Regions of England and Wales. a) The geographic context, with an overlay showing the major stresses that occur when distances relating to
the 15 variables are applied; b) Following a deformation that aims to resolve these differences. Displacement vectors show the original geography; c)
Following the deformation, with an overlay showing the remaining stresses. London should be further from the southern regions; d) Variable weights
used to compute dissimilarities in (a)-(c) are equal across all dimensions (CH = Central Heating).

Fig. 9. Deformation based on time duration of rail travel between 35 locations in Great Britain a) Map of the Stations and Rail Network. b) Map defor-
mation using MDS. c) Map deformation using our topology preserving algorithm. Degree of displacement from original geographic positions is shown
by the vectors. Data courtesy Matt Griffin.
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panel to experiment with different combination of encod-
ings. Combinations that support comparisons are perhaps
the most interesting ones. For example, in the UK case
study, we relied on animation between deformations to
experience the change in data, displacement vectors also
quantify these differences (see Fig. 10b). By experimenting
with the system our analysis also discovered that link
adjustment glyphs are a compelling way to prepare the
viewer before applying map deformations (see Fig. 10a).
Offering this preview helps guide the viewer’s attention to
most or least salient deformations.

6 APPLICATION CASE STUDIES

In Section 3 we discussed a simple univariate application
intended to illustrate the concepts behind our technique.
In this section we offer three case studies in which we
explore the use of map deformations and our overlay design
in real-world applications. The first, in Section 6.1 explores
an application where it is common in practice to distort

geography to better show the network structure. Our tech-
nique is unique in being able to perform this distortion at
interactive speeds and without introducing folds in the
underlying map (topology violations).

6.1 Travel-Times in the UK

Our initial case study utilises a data set typically used in
deforming map examples, as explained in Section 2. In this
example we show major locations in Great Britain on a base
map of the railway network (Fig. 9a). We deform the map
image based on travel time between each of the 35 locations.
Using our data set we first use a standard MDS approach.
In Fig. 9b the map topology is not preserved; folds appear
in the map, stations fall off the edge and the topology
around the South and East of the map becomes barely rec-
ognisable. Fig. 9c illustrates how our topology preserving
method deforms the map based on the data, but also
ensures that the topological features are not eroded. In
Fig. 9c the degree of displacement of the data points is less
compared to Fig. 9b, but it is still clear that the remote towns
at Thurso, Pembroke and Penzance are pushed outward
and hence are not as well serviced in terms of train-travel
time as population centres such as Liverpool (pulled
inwards).

6.2 Socioeconomic Data in the UK

Classifying the places where people live into geodemo-
graphic groups [19] based on similar multivariate character-
istics is popular in the case of the UK census. The OAC
output area classification [39] for example uses 41 variables
to generate a hierarchy of seven widely-used clusters that
sub-divide into two higher resolution sub-sets. Geodemo-
graphics are often used to inform and support policy,
investment and service provision [19].

To ensure the combined data sets produce discriminating
profiles, the selection of the variables used and the conse-
quent effects of this choice are important considerations.
Suitable selections may vary geographically [33] or accord-
ing to the domain [36]. The effects associated with the inclu-
sion of individual variables may be either global or
geographically focussed. We are working to provide

Fig. 11. A local solution in which the deformation shows accurate distances from the West Midlands (WMids). a) For all 15 (equal weighted) variables
(as per b), with displacement vectors relating locations to the original geography and an overlay highlighting major local remaining stresses. Those
relating to the West Midlands (focussed) are in a dark shade, showing that London is located closer than it should be given the dissimilarity distance;
c) With deformation as per a, but with an overlay showing stresses associated with a local solution that only considers the six energy variables (with
dimension weights as shown in e). London and SE are not as distant from WMids in terms of the energy variables; c) After deformation for the six
energy variables, as per e, with an overlay revealing that significant global stresses remain.

Fig. 12. Deformation shows a solution for all 15 variables, but with an
emphasis on the additional energy variables, which are doubly weighted
as per (a). Remaining stresses are shown with glyphs. Displacement
vectors show the locations resulting from a deformation when energy
variables are not considered in calculating distances, as per the weight-
ing shown in (c).
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visualization support to assess such effects of geography
and scale for geodemographic variable selection [18]. We
focus on the energy domain, where consumer profiles may
help to understand energy use and perhaps influence
behavior. There is an opportunity to use topology preserv-
ing map distortion in our work. We offer three reasons.

(1) The degree of similarity between places—which may
inform understanding and policy—maps naturally
to distance: “people believe closer things to be more simi-
lar than distant things” [15].

(2) Comparing distorted maps that show similarities
determined by different combinations of variables
may allow us to evaluate the effects of these combi-
nations synoptically – in multiple places concurrently.
This approach has potential for comparing the
effects of individual variables and their weightings
or groups of variables from particular domains.

(3) Comparing such solutions using animated transi-
tions [21] to show how these different combinations
of variables ‘nudge’ places closer together and fur-
ther apart may emphasize the nature of this change
in a manner that is compelling.

In Figs. 10, 11 and 12 we show points representing the
ten high-level regions used to aggregate the populations of
England and Wales. Fifteen normalised variables (listed in

Fig. 10d) are used to determine similarity between regions.
Nine – relating to demographics and housing – are from
the 2011 UK Census of Population [32] and are variables in
OAC [14]. Six relate specifically to energy usage – four
from the Census, related to forms of central heating, and
two measure gas and electricity consumption as provided
by the UK Department of Energy & Climate Change
(DECC) [9].

Fig. 10a shows a regular geographic map, projected to the
British National Grid, which ensures that distance measure-
ments are accurate across the area shown. We use our error
glyph overlays (Section 5.1) to represent the differences
between the distances on the map and a dissimilarity mea-
sure calculated using the 15 attributes – a weighted 15
dimensional euclidean distance. Other possibilities exist,
but we found this simple measure worked well in conjunc-
tion with a “mixing panel” of sliders to control the weights
on each dimension. The figures in this section include charts
showing the relative weights of the various dimensions.

In Fig. 10a dissimilarities are shown using overlays only.
In Fig. 10b we also deform the map, using displacement vec-
tors (Section 5.2) to highlight the movement of each region
from its original position. This shows the considerable geo-
demographic differences between London and the other
regions in a dramatic fashion. These differences are even
more significant than Fig. 10b suggests, as is apparent when
the stresses that remain after computing a solution are added
in a glyph overlay. Fig. 10c shows that London should be
even further from its neighbours in a perfect solution.

Helping energy consumers consider their characteristics
in relation to others locally has proven to be effective in
changing behaviour [2], [4]. The deformation algorithm
resolves very successfully to a local solution whereby
stresses are only applied between a single location and all
others. This enables us to produce a local map in which the
distances between any selected point and all others relate
very closely to attribute dissimilarity. A local solution for
the West Midlands (Fig. 11a) shows this region to be more
like its northern neighbours and less like its southern neigh-
bours than true geographic distances might suggest. Once
again our deformed map shows this dramatically.

We explore the effects of the variables used in calculating
dissimilarities in this local case.We recompute dissimilarities
relative to the West Midlands in Fig. 11b, but now only the

Fig. 13. Scaling example using a) 348 Local Authority Units associated with the 10 NUTS regions of England and Wales, b) spatial clustering results
in nine clusters (labelled 1-9) as 29 regions, c) deformation is based on the mean value for the 15 variables for each of the 29 regions with the cluster
base map and d) again with the topological map, where remaining stresses are shown with glyphs. Displacement vectors show the locations resulting
from a deformation in (c) and (d).

Fig. 14. Power-grid network in its geographic context: (a) undistorted for
the baseline load at midnight and (b) deformed to highlight peak-load.
Generator nodes are red. Tapering of edges indicates direction of flow.
Thickness of the edge indicates total flow on the edge. Edges are col-
oured red when they are close to capacity.
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six energy variables are considered. The resulting stresses are
shown in the overlay, with those relating to the West Mid-
lands emphasized in a dark shade. It is clear that there are dif-
ferences between the solutions according to the variables
used. These are likely to be especially acute when variables
are selected or deselected according to a particular domain as
is the case here. But these differences also appear to be geo-
graphic, with regions to the South East being ‘closer’ to the
West Midlands in terms of their energy attributes than their
other characteristics, while most of the other regions are
more dissimilar than is the case with the 15 variable solution.
London and SE ‘nudge’ towards the West Midlands when
these characteristics are the focus of the comparison. The
local, energy-based, deformation is implemented in Fig. 11c.
The distances between the focal location – WMids – and all
others are relatively accurate, but this accuracy comes at the
expense of a poor global solution. The glyphs in the overlay
show significant stresses between locations other than the
WestMidlands.

Producing a map with such strong distortion as that
shown in Fig. 11 is somewhat questionable. But the visual
effect achieved may be useful in helping individuals with a
focus on one place – their location – consider its attribute
relationships with other places concurrently and geographi-
cally as they move closer together and further apart. This is
not possible with more abstract and less spatial graphics.
This idea of places moving in relation to their dissimilarities
with one another gives rise to a metaphor with behaviour
nudging, which has been shown to occur in response to
visual stimuli [27] and is being explored as a means of
effecting behaviour change in the energy domain [2], [4], [7].

We can explore the effects of using different variables and
changing the weights applied to them through the deforma-
tion. For example, Fig. 12 shows a globally deformed map in
which the six energy variables have twice the weight of the
housing and population characteristics in determining
the dissimilarities. The displacement vectors showhow these
locations differ from an alternative solution, one that uses the
nine other variables in this case. Here we see deep differen-
ces between London and the other regions in the energy-
based solution to which we deform the map. But, through
their dispersion from locations associated with the nine vari-
able solution, the displacement vectors show that when
energy data are emphasised in multivariate analyses at this
resolution better differentiation between regions may be
achieved. This finding supports our efforts to develop
energy based geodemographic profiles that are nationally
discriminating.

We consider the global and local deformations presented
here sufficiently persuasive to demonstrate the communica-
tive properties and affect of the deformations and subse-
quent ‘visual nudging’ through interaction and animated
transition. The global deformation could also be applied at
a neighbourhood level for nudging small numbers of loca-
tions closer together and further apart under different con-
ditions (as shown in Fig. 12). This would help us determine
the influence of these variables over differing spatial scales.
In the behavioural context ‘local nudging’, in which energy
consumers are compared to their neighbours, is also known
to be particularly effective in reducing energy usage in
high-consuming households [2].

6.2.1 Scalable and More Accurate Dissimilarity

Deformation by Clustering Over Data as

Well as Geography

Geodemographic profiles are usually developed at high res-
olutions (neighbourhood rather than region). In Figs. 9, 10,
11 the control points for our map deformation were the
centres of the 10 “Territorial Units” (NUTS) of England and
Wales mandated by the European Office for Statistics [31].
The boundaries of these regions can be rather arbitrary with
respect to the underlying pair-wise similarities of a given
dataset. To get a more accurate picture of the underlying
data one could attempt a deformation using control points
at the finest level of granularity, but in practice—as dis-
cussed in Section 4—one runs into issues of both algorith-
mic complexity for the deformation, and severe clutter with
respect to the overlays. Instead, we can derive a different
clustering of regions based on both data similarity and geo-
graphic distance. By computing such a clustering as a pre-
processing step, we can apply our map deformation and
overlays efficiently and clearly to any number of input
data points.

We demonstrate this idea for recovering such local detail
in Fig. 13. Instead of the 10 NUTS regions (bold borders) we
use the 348 local authority units (LAU) as shown in Fig. 13a.
For the dissimilarity matrix D of the 15 data variables and
the matrix E of the squared euclidean distances between
each LAU centroid, we apply k-means clustering to D � E.
We chose k ¼ 9 such that the 348 data points are reduced to
nine clusters. Where these clusters are geographically non-
contiguous we split them again leaving 29 distinct regions
whose geographic centres become control points for our
deformation (see points and cluster labels in Fig. 13b). The
ideal-lengths of the edges between these points are recom-
puted from the underlying data of their constituent LAU.

The subsequent deformation (Figs. 13c and 13d) shows
that where data points are within the same cluster they are
pulled together, whilst different clusters are pushed apart.
Comparing Fig. 10c (equal weighted) to Figs. 13c and 13d,
we see that Central London, for instance, is in the same
cluster (1) as five smaller areas on the south and south-east
coastline, all are densely populated regions. These areas
are pulled together instead of all regions being pushed
away from London as noted previously from Fig. 10c, indi-
cating a truer extent of the homogeneous socio-economic
region around London. Some similarities are also noted,
for example Cornwall to the southwest and the west of
Wales are combined in the same cluster (3) and are pulled
together as Wales and SW are slightly in Fig. 10c. The dif-
ference in Figs. 13c and 13d is that Wales split into three
distinct clusters (3, 4 and 6) relating to the underlying data
and each are morphed in different directions. Thus, more
detail of the underlying data dissimilarity is revealed in
deformation based on this data-derived clustering com-
pared to deformation using the arbitrary NUTS region
centres as control points.

6.3 Power Grid Data in Australia

Power systems are often referred to as the most complex
human-engineered systems ever built. A power-grid is a
meshed network of transmission lines connecting a
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relatively small number of power stations with a large
number of consumer loads. Because electricity is not (or—
to date—has not been) economically storable in substantial
amounts, the demand from consumers must be met instan-
taneously every moment in time. The economics of the
supply side of electricity results in power systems being
traditionally structured with a small number of very large
power generators built close to resources (typically lakes
on large rivers or fossil fuel sources such as coal mines
and gas fields).

In Fig. 14 we use deforming maps to show the dynamic
behavior of a power-grid (conforming to an IEEE 30-bus
standard test system) modelling a hypothetical scenario in-
which conventional power-sources are augmented by
renewables. In this scenario engineers need to study the
dynamics of the system, with particular attention to parts of
the network at or near capacity at different times of the day.
Our power network is a graph with nodes corresponding to
generators and consumption points and edges correspond-
ing to physical transmission lines between those nodes. The
graph with its undeformed geographic embedding is shown
in Fig. 14a. Our intention is to deform this map to better
show the network structure and relative line flows at each
point in time. We also need to be able to dynamically morph
the map to transition and compare between samples. To
achieve this aim we set data edges in our two part MDS
stress model as follows. Data edges corresponding directly
to power-grid network edges have their ideal distance set
proportionally to load. Data edges for which there is no
source network edge have their ideal distances set accord-
ing to the sum of loads on edges across the shortest paths
between their source and target. This follows the Gansner
et al. [16] model for adapting stress-minimization to achieve
clear graph layout.

To allow engineers to study the dynamic behavior of the
system we allow them to interactively switch between sam-
ples and hence between different sets of ideal distances
among nodes. Our deformation method is fast enough to
morph the map in real time as the engineer uses a slider to
“scrub” through the data at all time samples. Fig. 14 shows
this slider being manipulated to compare loads between
midnight and midday. A histogram is coupled to the slider
to show total network load over time.

In our initial design for this visualization we followed the
MDS practice of trying to place highly-linked (more-similar)
data points more closely. That is, we set desired edge-dis-
tance to be proportional to the inverse load so that, as load
increased across certain edges, those edges would become
shorter. Hence, geographic regions with heavily loaded con-
nections would be drawn together. When presenting this
design to power engineers we found that it was contrary to
their needs and expectations. Rather, they wanted problem
areas of the map (those where load is high) to be enlarged
both to attract more attention and to support more detailed
examination.

We can see this mapping of load to edge-length taking
effect in the figures. In particular, at midday (Fig. 14b) the
load is significantly higher than at midnight (Fig. 14a) and
parts of the map are distinctly larger. Originally, our map
was always distorted to show absolute load. In our inter-
views with Engineers, we realised that subtle changes from

one highly distorted figure to another were easily missed.
Thus, our final design for the system uses a baseline load
for the undistorted map, for example in Fig. 14a midnight is
taken as the baseline. Then, distortion is based on difference
deltas from this baseline. Fig. 14b shows the maximally dis-
torted view when the load is peak at 4:30 pm. The baseline
can be reset to any time, thus allowing for small changes to
be examined in detail.

In our system (see accompanying video) the deforma-
tion is computed continuously in a background thread
leaving the UI (the slider) responsive at all times. We ren-
der each iteration of the deformation to provide smooth
animated transitions, typically in excess of 30 frames per
second. When the slider is not manipulated the layout con-
verges in about half a second (see timings in Section 4).
Thus, the technique is responsive enough to be used to
monitor data live as it is received during operation of a
real power-grid system.

7 LIMITATIONS

It is difficult to say that the method scales to a particular
number of data points. The examples presented here,
although they have limited numbers of data points, are
embedded in a mesh subdivision of the map with many
hundreds of vertices as seen in Fig. 3a. In principal, we
could have data encoded at each of these vertices. In Section
6.2.1 we demonstrated a clustering over the combined data
and geographical spaces that allows for deformation show-
ing high-level dissimilarities between any number of under-
lying data points.

A much harder problem to deal with than making the
algorithm scale to large numbers of data-points—and a
much more pragmatic limitation to scalability—are complex
dissimilarities between those points. That is, when dissimi-
larities vary greatly and confoundingly from geographic
distance, similar points may only be brought close together
through a complex folding of the map. As illustrated in
Figs. 3b and 3c, any subsequent deformation of the map is a
compromise between faithfulness to the data and faithful-
ness to geography while maintaining readability.

As with any visualisation technique, an alternative to
visualising every single data point when doing so may
lead to too much clutter or visual complexity, is to instead
aggregate the data. In our UK case study of Section 6.2 the
underlying dataset included 15-dimensional data of 348
geographic regions.

8 CONCLUSION

We have presented a fast algorithm for deforming a geo-
graphic map such that distances more closely correspond to
underlying data distances. We also presented case-studies
applying this technique to study multivariate data-dissimi-
larities and to show a weighted graph structure. We believe
that this is the first exploration of visualizing multivariate
dissimilarity data between many geographic points through
map deformation. Previous work on map deformation (see
Section 2) has only looked at single-variate data (carto-
grams); deformation to show dissimilarity with respect to a
single point (a much simpler problem); or to show
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dissimilarities that are less decoupled from geography, for
example, travel times or metro maps, which was done with
diffusion based methods much slower than ours.

In exploring these applications we came to realize that
when the data topology is very different from its geography,
there is a severe trade-off in terms of how far you can distort
the map before it becomes unrecognisable. As a result, the
visualisations presented here double-encode dissimilarity
with visual overlays next to the map deformation.

9 FUTURE WORK

It is the complexity of dissimilarity analysis that makes the
interactive performance of our method particularly im-
portant. In the analysis tasks described in this paper, this
interaction was crucial in finding interesting geographical
anomalies. There are many more possibilities for direct inter-
actionwith themesh that defines geographic stress, for exam-
ple the user could be allowed to create tears in the mesh to
free the map to “open up” in ways that permit a much lower
data stress solution. Another idea is tomake the glyphs them-
selves interactively interrogable to allow, for example, the
user to drill into details about the error it represents.

Currently our system only shows a single map view at a
time. Much of the analyses described in our case studies
involved transitioning between various stored states in
order to visually compare them. Another option would be
to use a small multiples display to support static compari-
son, just as we have used side-by-side figures to support
comparison in this paper.

We explored applications that attempted serious analysis
using map deformation, but perhaps another area of future
exploration should be communication. That is, using these
kinds of techniques to tell the story of data’s place in the
world. There are many other areas of further work associ-
ated with the underlying technique. For example, investiga-
tion of different mesh construction including hexagonal
meshes or meshes aware of underlying geography such as
coastlines, rivers or county lines. Also, there are many opti-
mizations that are possible for the algorithm such as multi-
level schemes to decrease algorithmic complexity.
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